
Though not ideal conditions for the Bourne Plaice Winter Series on Baldwin reservoir, 
they were better than forecast allowing for a third consecutive weekend, a first for this 
season.  The forecast for continual rain was correct!! 
 
With the southwesterly, strong gusty conditions would the D-Zero fleet of Mike Pridham, 
Andrew Dean and Mike Swales be able to manage their full size rigs, or would the fully 
crewed and keeled Flying Fifteen of Mike Wilson and Jason Corlett be the one to watch? 
 
Keen to get the racing going so many of the fleet were over the line at the start that a 
general recall was issued, delaying the first race.  On the re-start the squabbling moved 
to the first mark, with several competitors taking penalty turns.  After a short reach 
across the dam wall there was no doubt about the ability of the D-Zero fleet ‘off the wind’ 
as Dean and Pridham blasted off followed, at some distance by the Flying Fifteen and 
Dave Batchelor (Aero 7).  The normally very competitive Lasers of Ralph Kee and 
Simon Pressly seemed very sedate in comparison, with the latter taking a huge swim. 
 
At the finish the Flying Fifteen was first across the line by 8 seconds, ahead of Pridham 
but on correction Pridham took the win by 11 seconds ahead of Dean with Batch 4 
seconds down to take third. 
 
Race two over the same course was much more civilised, no restarts or penalty turns at 
the first mark, saw Pridham and Dean again get ahead.  Dean’s challenge coming to a 
big stop with a spectacular capsize down-wind.  The Flying Fifteen was making steady 
progress using their weight advantage... in the keel, upwind and spinnaker downwind 
finishing ahead on the water again.  This time though, enough to get the win on 
correction from Pridham by 5 seconds with Batch nearly a minute further back but only 
20 seconds ahead of Kee who had to contend with a nasty finish line squall. 
 
Also struggling with the finish line squalls was, junior Peter Cope who broke his mast at 
what seemed like metres from the line. 
 
Manx Sailing & Cruising Club would like to thank Rob Cowell of Bourne Plaice, Keith 
Poole for OOD, assisted by Neil Rawlinson and Peter and Fergus for the safety boat. 


